
REPORT TO THE BELOIT LANDMARKS COMMISSION

Meeting Date: June 19, 2018 Agenda Item: 6 File Number: COA-2018-13

Applicant: Gerri Downing Owner: Gerri Downing Location: 811 Church Street

Existing Zoning: R-1B, Single-Family Existing Land Use: Single-Family Parcel Size: 0.21 Acre

Request Overview/Background Information:
Gerri Downing has submitted an application for a Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) to repair stucco sections on the
residential structure located at 811 Church Street. This property is located within the College Park Historic District. Section
32.06 of the Historic Preservation Ordinance grants the Landmarks Commission the authority to issue a COA prior to the
alteration of structures within a Historic District.

Key Issues:
 On May 24, 2018, the applicant submitted the attached application to repair damaged stucco sections. The

application also includes two projects eligible for staff approval: chimney repair & tuck-pointing and
sidewalk/steps replacement.

 According to the application, the damaged stucco sections had cracked and were falling from the structure.
 On June 7, 2018, Planning staff contacted the applicant to advise her of that afternoon’s site visit. The applicant

advised staff that the stucco collapse was imminent and that her contractor already completed the project.
 The attached photo shows the repaired stucco sections, which are nearly identical to the original stucco in texture

and appearance. The applicant intends to paint the repaired section to match.
 During the Beloit Intensive Survey, the house was classified as a ‘contributing’ structure within the College Park

Historic District. A copy of the Intensive Survey Form is attached to this report.
 Section 32.06(5) of the Historic Preservation Ordinance includes general review criteria to be used when

evaluating COA applications. The COA checklist is attached.
 Section 32.06(5) of the Historic Preservation Ordinance establishes Specific Review Criteria:

(1) Architectural Details: Architectural details, including materials, colors and textures, should be treated so
as to make a landmark compatible with the original architectural style or character of the landmark in the
historic district.
The replacement stucco has been completed in a workmanlike manner and very closely matches the
existing stucco exterior of this home. All of the proposed maintenance projects will enhance the
appearance and value of the subject property and surrounding properties.

Staff Recommendation:
The Planning & Building Services Division recommends approval of a COA to repair stucco sections on the residential
structure located at 811 Church Street, based on the standards and criteria contained in the Historic Preservation
Ordinance and subject to the following conditions:

1. The repaired section shall be painted to match the remainder of the house by September 1, 2018.
2. Any changes or additions to this COA must be reviewed and approved by staff prior to the start of any work. Work

done without prior approval will be subject to the issuance of correction orders or citations.
3. The applicant shall obtain all necessary building permits. The completion date above does not extend any other time

limits, such as those imposed by an order from an Inspection Official.

Attachments: Photographs, Application, Intensive Survey Form, and COA Checklist.

















CITY of BELOIT
Planning Division

100 State Street, Beloit, WI 53511 Phone: (608) 364-6700 Fax: (608) 364-6609

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS CHECKLIST

For property located at: 811 Church Street

GENERAL REVIEW CRITERIA YES NO N/A
Has every reasonable effort been made to provide a compatible use
for a property that requires alteration for use other than for its
originally intended purpose?

X

Will the applicant retain distinguishing original qualities or character
of a building, structure or site? The removal or alteration of any
historic material or distinctive architectural features should be
avoided when possible.

X

Is the applicant proposing alterations that have a historical basis,
rather than trying to create an earlier or later appearance?

X

Has the applicant recognized and respected changes in the
development of a building over time that may have acquired
significance in their own right?

X

Has the applicant treated with sensitivity distinctive stylistic
features, or examples of skilled craftsmanship that characterize a
building, structure or site?

X

Has the applicant repaired, rather than replaced, deteriorated
architectural features, wherever possible? If replacement is
necessary, the new material should match the material being
replaced in composition, design color, texture and other visual
qualities.

X

Has the applicant avoided sandblasting and other cleaning methods
that will damage the surface of the historic building?

X

Has the applicant made every possible effort to protect and preserve
archeological resources affected by or adjacent to any project?

X

If a contemporary design for alterations and additions is proposed,
does this design retain significant historical, architectural or cultural
material and is the design compatible with the size, scale, color,
material and character of the property and neighborhood?

X

Are new additions or alterations to buildings done in such a manner
that if such additions or alterations were to be removed in the future,
the essential form and integrity of the building would be
unimpaired?

X


